Data hiding is
Introduction
Digital multimedia can be copied easily and tampered il− legally. Therefore, integrity authentication and copyright protection of digital multimedia have become thorny and critical issues. Data hiding is one of the most important technologies in multimedia security because it provides better authentication and protection [1] [2] [3] . In the area of digital image security, different data hiding techniques have been proposed for different purposes, such as secret communication, copyright protection, and tampering de− tection [4, 5] . These techniques embed secret messages into original images and create stego−images. Digital ima− ges are usually stored in compressed formats, such as JPEG, vector quantization (VQ), side match vector quan− tization (SMVQ), and search order coding (SOC). Some hiding schemes based on VQ or SMVQ have been proposed in Refs. 6 and 7.
Data hiding techniques for images can be classified into two types: non−reversible and reversible methods. A non− −reversible data hiding technique does not preserve the orig− inal cover image after the secret data are embedded into it. A non−reversible data hiding method, on the contrary, can just extract the embedded messages and reconstruct the original image. Some reversible hiding methods are deve− loped for raw images utilizing either the difference expan− sion or the histogram properties; some are devised for VQ−compressed images, in which the hidden data can be extracted and the original cover VQ\SMVQ image can be reconstructed as well. The existing reversible hiding appro− aches based on VQ or SMVQ images can be classified into three categories according to their outputs: l raw images as outputs [8, 9] , l VQ\SMVQ codes as outputs [10, 11] , l VQ\SMVQ codes with additional control messages as outputs [12, 13] . Wang and Lu proposed a path optional lossless data hid− ing scheme based on VQ joint neighbouring coding (JNC) in 2009 [15] . The scheme requires generating the index table of the cover image and the M−sequence in the first step. The M−sequence is generated according to two factors: a selected path and an initial key. The scheme provides two types of paths, each of which has its own embedding method. According to the chosen path, a corresponding hid− ing method is used to encode a block. Therefore, there are two embedding methods. One can hide two bits per block, and the other can hide three bits per block. Although the Wang−Lu method has high payload, it may induce a larger number of total compression codes. The details will be introduced in Sect. 2.3.
In this paper, we propose a new reversible hiding method based on the concept of neighbouring blocks in VQ−compressed images. Our method reads a sequence of VQ compressed code as the input, and it produces a sequen− ce of VQ compressed code with control messages as the output. In addition, the original VQ compressed code can be reconstructed while the embedded data are extracted. Our method utilizes the relationship among neighbouring blocks to embed secret data, which can further reduce the required bit rate and achieve lossless data hiding.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows Sect. 2 introduces the concept of VQ, the JNC algorithm, and the Wang−Lu scheme. The proposed method is presented in Sect. 3, and the experimental results are shown in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
Related work
In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of vector quantization and side match vector quantization. Then, we explain the Wang−Lu scheme and show how it works.
Vector quantization
Vector quantization (VQ) is a lossy compression technique for digital images using the block−based quantization algo− rithm proposed by Linde et al. [16] . VQ reduces the original image size, and compresses the original image into a block− −based index table. A VQ image is divided into several k×k non−overlapping blocks, where k is the number of pixels in each block. For each block, the algorithm finds out the clos− est codeword and replaces the original data by the index of the closest codeword from the codebook. The codebook is trained in advance by the LBG algorithm [17] . The original cover image is replaced by the index table in the result pro− duct. It has high compression rate and good visual quality. Figure 1 shows an example of VQ (a) encoding and (b) decoding.
Side match vector quantization
Side match vector quantization (SMVQ) is an extension of the VQ technique. SMVQ uses the pixels of the neighbour− ing blocks to forecast and generate a state codebook. Conse− quently, it finds out the index of the closest codeword to replace the block pixels, and then generates the index table. Figure 2 shows the relationship of three 4×4 blocks, where the block U is the upper adjacent block of X and the block L is the left adjacent block of X. The border values of X are preliminarily calculated from its upper and left adjacent blocks U and L, such that x 0 = (u 12 + l 3 )/2, x 1 = u 13 , x 2 = u 14 , x 3 = u 15 , x 4 = l 7 , x 8 = l 11 , and x 12 = l 15 . The seven assigned values of X are used to search the n closest codewords, Y i , according to the following equation 
where n is the size of the state codebook, x j and y i,j are the j th elements of X and Y i . Then, the n closest codewords are used to construct a state codebook. Finally, the codeword of the state codebook with the minimum Euclidean distance from X is used to encode X.
JNC algorithm and Wang-Lu scheme
In 2009, Wang and Lu proposed a paper entitled "A path optional lossless data hiding scheme based on VQ joint neighbouring coding" [14] . The scheme is based on joint neighbouring coding (JNC) of the vector quantization index table [15] . The scheme may choose the adjacent blocks of the target block on the index table to perform JNC according to their corresponding indices. Then, the secret data is em− bedded into the cover image using a given initial key and the secret data content.
Joint neighbouring coding (JNC)
Chang et al. proposed a lossless coding algorithm in Ref. 15 , in which JNC is used to encode VQ indices and hide secret data. This scheme embeds secret data by using the difference values between the current VQ−compressed index and the left or upper neighbouring indices. In order to achieve lossless data hiding, the algorithm defines four cases to record the difference values, which is shown in Fig. 3 In the preprocessing phase, there are two main tasks to process. First, the cover image is divided into non−overlap− ping blocks of size 4×4. Each block finds out the closest index from the codebook, and records the index into the VQ index table, and then the M−sequence is generated according to a selected path and an initial key. The preprocessing phase provides users with two optional paths. If the users want to reduce the output codestreams, path 1 is selected, as shown in Fig. 4(a) ; if the users aim to embed lager secret bits, path 2 is selected, as shown in Fig. 4 
(b).
In embedding phase, the Wang−Lu scheme employs two different implementations, one is based on path 1 and the other is based on path 2. The path−1−based scheme is pro− posed to nearly embed two bits of secret data in each block. The path−2−based scheme is proposed to embed three bits of secret data in each block, but it suffers for larger output codestream. The embedding phases for the path−1−based scheme and the path−2−based scheme are very similar. The format of the output codestream consists of three parts, which are concatenated as: the flag of finally selected adja− cent || binary code of selected case || difference value. The embedding process is expressed as follows:
Algorithm of data embedding Input: VQ index table, secret data, M−sequence Output: JNC codestream
Step 1: Users need to provide two parameters, m and n. The parameter m affects the range of defined four cases in the preprocessing phase. It affects the bit rate as well. Parameter n is set to be four when path 1 is selected; it is set to be eight when path 2 is selected.
Step 2: The indices in the first row, the leftmost and rightmost columns of the index table are selected as the seed area. If the index is in the seed area, no secret bit is embed− ded. Then, it marks the adjacent indices of each current index, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Step 3: Read two−bit binary data from the M−sequence as the flag to indicate the position of an initially selected adjacent index.
Step 4: Read two−bit binary data from secret data and then utilize them to indicate the location shift between the ini− tially selected adjacent index and the finally selected adja− cent index in the clockwise direction along the selected path.
Step 5: Based on the finally selected adjacent index, per− form the JNC encoding process.
Step 6: If all of indices are encoded, output the codestream.
When the receiver receives the codestream, the receiver can decode the original indices and extract the secret mes− sages. The decoding and extracting process can be expres− sed as follows:
Algorithm of data decoding Input: JNC codestream, seed area, parameters m and n, codebook Output: VQ index table
Step 1: If path 1 is selected, read two bits from the code− stream as the position flag to indicate the finally selected adjacent index. If path 2 is selected, read three bits from the codestream as the position flag to indicate the finally selec− ted adjacent index.
Step 2: Read next two bits from the codestream to denote the case in which the difference value d is encoded into the binary form. (Two−bit binary data "11", "10", "01" and Step 3: According to the finally selected adjacent index, the type of the case, and the difference value, reconstruct the original VQ index.
Step 4: If all of indices are decoded, output the VQ index table.
Algorithm of data extracting Input: JNC codestream, seed area, parameters m and n, codebook, initial key Output: secret data
Step 1: Use the initial key to generate the M−sequence. If path 1 is selected, read two bits from the M−sequence per iteration. If path 2 is selected, read three bits from the M−sequence per iteration.
Step 2: According to the chosen path, use two bits or three bits to find out the initially selected adjacent index.
Step 3: According to positions of the initially and finally selected adjacent indices, the location shift in the anticlock− wise direction along the path is calculated and then trans− formed into the binary form, which represents the secret data hidden in the current index.
Step 4: If all of secret data are extracted from all indices, output the secret data.
The proposed method
We devises the side match neighbouring (SMN) blocks for VQ compressed images, where the state codebook is genera− ted by the concept of the side match VQ. The goal of our method is to enable reversible data hiding which produces the same reconstructed image as the original one.
Reversible hiding method
To describe the proposed reversible hiding method, we need to define our neighbouring block encoding rule, namely the side match neighbouring (SMN) encoding rule. The encod− ing rule uses a root block to encode the input transitively. The root block is defined to be the centre of the input data, which is an n×n index table. When n is even, there are four possible candidates of root blocks as shown in Fig. 5(a) , however. The proposed method thus defines the root block to be Block <m,m> where m=[n/2]-1 and the upper−left− −most block is <0,0>. Figure 5 demonstrates two types of the root blocks, the even case in Fig. 5(a) and the odd case in Fig. 5(b) , both of which are the fundamental cases of the encoding rules. In the figure, the referenced block (the grey block) is used to construct the state codebook SC from the main codebook C, and each neighbouring block (the white block) of the referenced block finds out its own location from state codebook SC to encode and decode itself. Notice that the size of the state codebook, namely the side match neighbouring bit, affects the compression rate of the result product. The referenced block remains unchanged in the encoding procedure and it can reconstruct the original index easily. Details of the encoding method are described in Sect. 3.2. Figure 6 shows how a neighbouring block finds out its referenced block in a typical image, where the red block denotes the root of the index 
Data embedding and extracting
The algorithm of data embedding is presented below. The input of the proposed embedding algorithm is an index Assume the block of index 14 is selected first. According to the proposed method, the index of its referenced block is 23. Then, the block of index 23 constructs the state codebook SC whose size is 4. The block of index 14 finds out that the index of the codeword is 3 from SC, and then calculates its corresponding SMN code (011xxxxx) 2 , where (xxxxx) 2 is a secret bit−string. Assume the second block to be chosen is the block of index 59. The index of its referenced block is 23 following the proposed method. Then, our method uses the state codebook SC to find the index of the codeword. Index 59 cannot match any codeword in SC. Therefore it produces (100111011) 2 , where (00111011) Algorithm Decoding is a sub−algorithm, which decodes a block using a given block and a state codebook. It is used by Algorithm DataExtraction, which extracts secret data and reconstructs the original image. Lines 1 to 4 partition the input stream, and check if the format is legal. Notice that there are four possible central blocks if the input is parti− tioned as an n×n original index table and n is even. The encoding procedure starts from the central block of the input, and we thus need to consider different strategies for the even−n case and the odd−n case. The even case is han− dled by Lines 6 to 14, while the odd case is processed by Lines 16 to 20. Figure 8 shows the decoding rule of our pro− posed method, where the red block is the root block. The decoding rule starts from the root block (the red block) and finishes at the border area (the white blocks). For example, the proposed method uses the state codebook of the root block (the red block) to decode yellow blocks, the state codebook of the red/yellow blocks to decode grey blocks, and the state codebook of the grey blocks to decode white blocks.
Empirical results
In this section, we compare our method to the Wang−Lu scheme and the JNC algorithm, and show that the proposed method has higher compression rate and larger capacity. The experiments were carried out on a Microsoft Vista machine, of which the CPU is Intel Core 2 T5500 1.66 GHz, and the size of RAM is 2 GB. The implementation of the algorithms used in our experiments uses C programming language. The VQ cover images used in the experiments are shown in Fig. 9 : Lena, Peppers, Baboon, Boat, Goldhill, and F16. The cover images are grey images with size of w×h (512×512) in the experiments. The size of the codebook is set to be 512, and the codebook is created by the Linde− −Buzo−Gray (LBG) algorithm. In the area of image data hid− ing, embedding capacity and image quality are two impor− tant factors to evaluate the performance of an algorithm. In our empirical results, we use bit rate (BR) and the data embedding capacity per image (Capacity) to show the capa− city of the output code stream; we use peak signal−to−noise ratio (PSNR) to show the image quality.
The bit rate (BR) is used to compute the compression rates. A BR value of 1 implies that the image is not com− pressed; A BR value of~0 implies that the image is mostly compressed. Images using traditional VQ coding have a BR value of 0.5 when the size of codebook is 2 8 . The BR values can be obtained by the following equation:
The capacity value (Capacity) demonstrates how many secret data are embedded into the code stream. Because the output code streams vary in size, the capacity value and the bit rate should be considered together. For example, assume that algorithm X has a capacity of 10K bits and a BR of 0.8, and algorithm Y has a capacity of 8K bits and a BR of 0.4, given the same image. Algorithm Y is considered better because it can uses two images to embed 16K bits of data.
Without loss of generality, the peak signal−to−noise ratio (PSNR) is used to evaluate the stego−image quality; The PSNR can be defined as
where m and n are the width and length of image. PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction of lossy compression codecs. After VQ cod− ing, the PSNR value of VQ cover images: Lena, Peppers, Baboon, Boat, Goldhill, and F16 are 32.248, 31.408, 24.428, 30.163, 30.793, and 31.578, respectively. The PSNR values indicate that a VQ−compressed image which is derived from a high frequency image, such as Baboon, has a relatively low PSNR value. VQ−based algorithms gene− rally suffer low PSNR while compressing high frequency images. On the contrary, other types of VQ−compressed images, such as Lena, Pepper, Boat, Goldhill and F16, have relatively high PSNR values and look smoother. Table 2 shows the experimental results using our pro− posed method (when d is equal to 4) and the Wang−Lu scheme given similar capacity. The results suggest that the bit rate of our method is better than the Wang−Lu scheme. The average bit rate of our method reduces to about 83% of the bit rate of the Wang−Lu scheme, which means we can embed more secret bits into an image if the bit rate is fixed. In other words, our method embeds more secret bits, which are about 2785 bits (16384×17% = 2785). Table 3 shows the bit rate of our proposed method with− out embedded secret data given different SMN bits. The tra− ditional VQ compression bit rate is 0.5625 {log 2 512×[(512 ×512)/(4×4)]/(512×512} with the codebook size of 512. Figure 10 shows the bit rate of our method given different SMN bits for different cover images. The results show that the bit rate of our method is good, in particular when the cover image is smooth (e.g. Lena, Peppers, and Boat). Table 4 shows the results of the Wang−Lu method and our method when SMN bits are optimal. Our method pro− vides better embedding capacity in four cases. The Wang− −Lu method wins in the other two cases because Baboon and Goldhill are complex cover images. This can be attributed to that our method considers the relationship among image blocks and their adjacent blocks. If most pixels and their adjacent pixels are not similar, the hit rate of the state codebooks used in our method must be low and thus cannot embed much secret data. Although the capacity values of our method are relatively low for those complex cover ima− ges, the bit rate values of our algorithm are still good. From the results in Table 4 , we conclude that our algorithm has better compression rate (measured by bit rate). On average, our algorithm can embed more data given the same bit rate.
We also compare our method with the JNC algorithm. The results are shown in Table 5, Table 6 , and Fig. 11 . Chang et al. mentioned two cases, Lena and Baboon in Ref. 15 to demonstrate the bit rate given different values for parameter m. We use the two images and choose the best parameter m for the JNC algorithm and the best parameter d for our method to show which has better bit rate. Table 5 shows the comparison results given the same embedded capacity. The results confirm that the proposed method is better. In Table 6 , we compare the two methods and VQ in terms of PSNR, capacity, and bit rate. The bit rate of tradi− tional VQ is 0.5625 when the size of a codebook is 512. When the size of the embedded secret bits is the same, the average bit rate of the JNC algorithm is 0.594 given m = 6. The proposed method has better average bit rate of 0.511 given d = 4. In other words, our method uses less bit rate to display images. Figure 11 shows that our method is better than the JNC algorithm in terms of bit rate, which is about 14% off. 
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, a novel reversible data hiding method based on neighbouring blocks was proposed. The method can embed secret data into a VQ−compressed image. The key idea of the proposed method is to utilize the relationship among neighbouring blocks to achieve higher capacity and better compression rate, which means it is able to reduce the required bit rate. The empirical results showed that our method is a better choice comparing to the Wang−Lu sche− me and the JNC algorithm. In other words, the proposed method has large capacity and uses less bit rate in compres− sion manners. A potential application of our method is to encode several cover images and their secret data, and dis− tributed the output code streams to avoid possible censor− ing. These types of applications demand large embedding capacity to save all kinds of data in different formats. For example, a capacity of 100 bits is useful for embedding text messages, and a capacity of 100,000 bits is able to embed small multimedia data. Our proposed method can embed large amount of data in a smaller output code stream, and the experimental results show that it has large capacity given the same bit rate. Furthermore, it can reconstruct the cover image and extract the secret information from the code stream. With regard to the possible direction of our future work is to improve the hit rate of the state codebooks for complex images (high frequency images). One possible solution is to use a hybrid approach, that is, to sacrifice a lit− tle bit rate to increase the capacity of the complex images. Another possible solution is to improve the predict method and the way the blocks are referenced. These ideas have to be further investigated using compression rate, capacity, and image quality as measures.
